
DIGITAL DESIGN USING “LIVE 
TRACE”… 



Moodboard
/ take 
photos to 
draw 
from…

These were 
the client’s 
wedding 
flowers, so 
they’re 
meaningful. 

Sketch 
different 
versions…

Refine you 
final sketch 
/ sketches 
using a 
pen. 



Photograph / scan your drawing. Open it in Adobe Photoshop.  



Go to Image > Adjustments > Hue / Saturation. 



Take the Saturation all the way down to -100 to remove all the colour.



Go to Image > Adjustments > Brightness / Contrast 



Increase Contrast up to 100. You may need to repeat this, depending on how “grey” 
your image is.



Go to File > Save As



Save as a JPEG 



Slide to Max quality and OK



You will end up with a high contrast, black and white JPEG like this…



Open Adobe Illustrator. File > New > Print > A3



Drag your new Jpeg onto the document



The image will probably be much bigger than the “artboard.” 
First, View > Fit Artboard in Window. You can see the edge of the artboard here



Next, Object > Transform > Scale



Change Uniform to 30% for the first trial



Your image should now fit on the board. If it doesn’t, hit undo (ctrl + z) and 
repeat, adjusting the %.



Click on the black arrow. Go to Object > Image Trace > Make and Expand 



After a few seconds, it will look like this. The blue is just the selection indicator. 
When you click somewhere else it will look like… (scroll to next page)



…this! Your drawing is now a clean digital image, with no blur, no pixelled egdes and 
only black lines.



If you zoom in (ctrl and +) you can see the clean edges. 



To remove the white background, use the magic wand to click any part of the white 
Background and cut (ctrl + x)



It will now look like this- only black lines, no background.



To remove any unwanted sketches / lines from your drawing, use the white arrow to 
click on them and cut (ctrl + x) 



Or, use the erase tool. Change the size by clicking the Stroke drop down at the top



Then simply erase what you don’t want



Now you have your drawing, on its own, refined, digitized and without a background



So, File > Save As



Save it as an Adobe PDF



Close Adobe Illustrator and open your new PDF in Photoshop. The grey and white 
squares in the background is because your image doesn’t have a background



File > Save As



Save it as a PNG file. This means you will be able to use the logo on top of any colour
or image without it being in a white box- no background



Like this…

If you don’t want the inside of your drawing to be see through, see next page…



Add a new layer 



Click on the colour selection square and choose your colour



Use the Bucket tool to fill the layer with your chosen colour



Drag Layer 1 to the top so you can see your image again



Whilst on Layer 1, use the Magic Wand tool to select the background surrounding 
your image



Click back onto Layer 2 and cut (ctrl + x) Now you will see the background you 
selected on Layer 1 has been cut out of Layer 2



Repeat that process to remove every part of the background



If you would like to show different tones / create effects (rather than having a flat 
colour) select the Paintbrush tool



Change the colour to a darker version of the same colour



Make sure your brush is soft and the size you want it by clicking here
And change the Opacity (so it’s a bit see through) here



Then experiment by adding darker tones in different places. Whenever you don’t like
What you’ve done, hit undo (ctrl + z) or Edit > Step Backwards



Experiment with different size brushes and different tones



You know need to “clean” the background again. So repeat the process with the Magic 
Wand- Select the background on Layer 1…



Click on Layer 2 and cut (ctrl +x) to remove any of the “paint” you got on the 
background



Save as a PNG and you’ll have something that looks like this…



…that has colour inside but no background colour or border



Maybe you’d prefer a black and white logo. It’s the same process, just fill 
Layer 2 with white



When you’ve finished, save as a PDF. Why a PDF?

Table source- https://jabimgo.pw/advantages-of-bitmap-pictures.html

https://jabimgo.pw/advantages-of-bitmap-pictures.html


This was actually the resulting logo design that is now used by a gift and 
events company in the UK…



This is the branding
created for the 
company…

Alternative logos, 
choice of  
backgrounds and 
colour pallettes



This is how they used it on their website



This is how they used it (and 
other artwork created) for 
their greetings cards



This is how they used it for 
stickers for events



This is how 
they used it for 
business cards 
and 
promotional 
materials
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